
George Carter on Subjective Evaluation 
 

EFIB Chair George Carter leaves no opening for surprise.  It's one misstep after another, one fly in 
the ointment followed by two more.  The latest gaffe comes from the 4 May 2007 CoB faculty 
meeting, wherein Carter expressed his views on subjective grading of CoB students, as part of a 
conversation with CoB Associate Dean Joseph Peyrefitte, assistant professor of finance Sean Salter, 
and the CoB's Assurance of Learning Coordinator Donna Davis: 
 
Peyrefitte: ". . . I think it would be a great idea if we [the CoB] could satisfy SACS and 
  AACSB [guidelines] together . . . That's what I've done myself.  I grade using 
  my 'rubrics' and I transfer them to my class grades, and then I have data for 
  AACSB and SACS ready to go . . ." 
 
Davis:  ". . . whenever you make your grading key or whatever, then you can use 
  that . . ." 
   
Salter:  ". . . Karen Tarnoff talked about . . . hand[ing] it [your rubric] out to your  
  students and say 'This is how I'm going to grade you.'  . . . And then you use that 
  rubric to grade.  Is it fair to then subjectively adjust the grades afterward?  How 
  do SACS and AACSB feel about that?" 
 
Davis:  "It's not grades.  For SACS and AACSB . . . that's not grades."  
 
Peyrefitte: "They [SACS and AACSB] don't care about grades.  They just want you to rate  
  them [students] on the number of items that you're grading them [students] on." 
 
Salter:  "I guess what I'm saying is if I use a rubric is it then appropriate to go back and 
  subjectively adjust after the fact?" 
 
Davis:  "Yeah." 
 
Salter:  "So I use the rubric to grade this term paper, and it says that the student should  
  have gotten a B, but then I say "But no, they really should have a C." 
 
Davis:  "Well, for us [CoB faculty] we can say they got a B based on maybe how they  
  did on the rubric . . . but based on a review of what they did with regard to what 
  we expected or what nationwide we might expect that to be, we can say that they  
  got . . . a B but really they're 'only in the middle' [a C] . . ." 
 
Salter:  "So, it [the rubric] doesn't affect their [students'] well-being in the course?" 
 
Davis:  "No, no, no . . ." 
 
Carter:  "If you are gonna say "this is the way I'm gonna grade you as part of the course," 
  then you have to grade that way.  If you want to include a subjective component, 
  and you include a subjective component and use a subjective component, then 



  you've graded the way you said you would.  But to say "I'm going to grade 
  according this rubric," and then deviate from that because you don't like 
  the way the rubric came out is going to present difficulties . . ." 
 
How Did Carter "Grade" EFIB Faculty? 
 
USMNEWS.NET is fortunate to have a copy of Franklin Mixon's complaint against Carter's misuse 
of authority regarding Mixon's 2006 Annual Evaluation (see below).  Here, we will juxtapose 
 

 
Carter's quote above with how Carter evaluated Mixon's teaching in the EFIB.  Notice that Carter 
sets up some teaching quality rubrics, and then proceeds to measure Mixon's teaching performance 
against them (see below). 
 

 

 

 
 



According to Carter's rubrics, Mixon "is clearly an effective classroom teacher who maintains 
adequate rigor."  Not only that, Carter's rubrics indicate that Mixon should receive a rating of 4.22 
(out of 5) for his 2007 teaching rating. 
 
Unfortunately for Mixon, Carter did not like the way the rubrics "came out."  Thus, Carter's 
evaluation of Mixon's teaching continues: 
 

 
 
Because Carter did not like the rubric-based rating of 4.22, he "subjectively adjusted" Mixon's 
teaching rating down a point, to 3.25.   
 
What's the Deal with George Carter? 
 
Of course, Carter's quote above (in blue), not Davis' "Yeah," is a proper response to the questions 
raised at the 4 May 2007 meeting, but because Carter can't follow his own stated "ethical 
standards" his evaluation of Mixon's teaching (and that of others) may "present" Carter some 
"difficulties" in the near future. 
 
Reporter's Note: Sources tell USMNEWS.NET that Carter introduced neither the teaching rubrics 
nor the teaching subjectives to the EFIB faculty before the evaluation period (2006) began.  Thus, 
Carter's evaluations of EFIB faculty violated virtually every conceivable standard of fair grading 
practices.   
 
         
             
     


